
Your telephone is constantly by your side - an essential
tool for interacting with the world.It is an extension of
your identity and of your life. Despite the constant
accessibility and desire to access and exchange
information simply, seamlessly and securely, consumer
confidence in the phone continues to wane because of
bad actors who misuse and abuse communicationbad actors who misuse and abuse communication
networks. 

Research shows that people receive an average
of 55 incoming calls per user per month. Many of
those calls are from known contacts and the recipient
often answers these known calls. However, 11 of these
calls are unidentified—including calls from legitimate
businesses—and a staggering 94% of these unknownbusinesses—and a staggering 94% of these unknown
calls go unanswered, which means that we are no
longer answering many of the calls we want from schools,
doctors, business associates and others because we fear
that it's a fake call. Wrought with inefficiencies and
frustration for consumers and businesses, this is
compromising the way we communicate. 
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